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1 Introduction
Open cell foams are a promising and versatile class of porous materials. Open
metal foams serve as crash absorbers and catalysts, metal and ceramic foams
are used for ﬁltering, and open polymer foams are hidden in every-day-life items
like mattresses or chairs.
Due to their high porosity, classical 2d quantitative analysis can give only
very limited information about the microstructure of open foams. On the other
hand, micro computed tomography (µCT) yields high quality 3d images of open
foams. Thus 3d imaging is the method of choice for open cell foams. In this
report we summarise a variety of methods for the analysis of the resulting vol-
ume images of open foam structures developed or reﬁned and applied at the
Fraunhofer ITWM over a course of nearly ten years: The model based deter-
mination of mean characteristics like the mean cell volume or the mean strut
thickness demanding only a simple binarisation as well as the image analytic
cell reconstruction yielding empirical distributions of cell characteristics.
In Section 2 the intrinsic volumes and their densities serving as basic char-
acteristics for cells and strut system, respectively, are introduced. Section 3
provides deﬁnitions and properties of both deterministic and random spatial
tessellations. A choice of models particularly suited for solid foams is described
in Section 4 including numerical values for the characteristics of the ’typical’ cell
needed for the model based analysis. Section 5 divides into three parts: Section
5.1 provides all image processing steps forming the cell reconstruction algorithm.
Here, special attention is paid to the crucial prevention of over-segmentation by
the watershed transform. Section 5.2 is dedicated to cell characteristics and their
estimation. Recommendations for choosing the parameters for the two preferred
methods substantiated by a simulation study are given in Section 5.3. Finally,
limitations of the cell reconstruction method and a way out are illustrated on
an example in the same section.
2 Intrinsic volumes and their densities
Foam cells are compact and in our context also convex subsets of the Euclidean
spaceR3. We use the intrinsic volumes as a basic set of geometric characteristics
for them. For ﬁnite unions of compact and convex sets X ⊂ R3 the intrinsic
volumes Vj , j = 0, . . . , 3 of X are – up to constant factors – the volume V (X),
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the surface area S(X) = 2V2(X), the integral of mean curvature M(X) =
πV1(X), and the Euler number χ(X) = V0(X), see e. g. [Sch93, p. 210].
Based on the isoperimetric inequalities [Sch93, pp. 318, 325], shape factors
of three-dimensional objects X can be deduced from the intrinsic volumes:
f1(X) = 6
√
π
V (X)√
S(X)3
, f2(X) = 48π
2 V (X)
M(X)3
, f3(X) = 4π
S(X)
M(X)2
. (1)
They are normalised such that f1(X) = f2(X) = f3(X) = 1 for a ball X .
Deviation from 1 describes various aspects of deviation from ball shape. We
have 0 ≤ f1(X) ≤ 1 and for convex objects X also 0 ≤ f2(X), f3(X) ≤ 1.
The strut system of open foams is described as a random closed subset of
R
3 (see e. g. [SKM95] or [SW08]), which is usually assumed to be stationary.
Roughly speaking, the strut structure is in average the same, no matter where
the sample/image is taken. More precisely, the distribution of X is translation
invariant. Stationary random closed sets are characterised by the densities of
the intrinsic volumes deﬁned as the limit
VV,k(X) = lim
r→∞
EVk(X ∩ rW )
V (rW )
, k = 0, . . . , 3,
where E denotes expectation. Analogously to the intrinsic volumes, their den-
sities have the following meaning: VV = VV,3(X) is the volume density, SV =
2VV,2(X) is the surface density (or speciﬁc surface area),MV = πVV,1(X) is the
density of the integral of the mean curvature, and χV = VV,0(X) is the density
of the Euler number.
The intrinsic volumes and their densities can be measured eﬃciently in
binary images using discrete versions of the Crofton formula and the Euler-
Poincare´ formula as described in [SON06, OS08] and implemented in the 3D
image analysis software MAVI [Fra05]. The densities of the intrinsic volumes
(FieldFeatures in MAVI) are measured free of edge eﬀects, whereas edge eﬀects
have to be dealt with when measuring intrinsic volumes of cells, faces, or struts.
See Section 5.2 for a thorough account.
3 Tessellations
Tessellations are a class of models well suited for cellular materials such as foams,
sintered materials like ceramics, or cellular biological structures. Roughly, a
tessellation is a locally ﬁnite division of Euclidean space into bounded cells.
Here, we restrict ourselves to the case of convex cells. Denote by C˚ the interior
of the bounded set C ⊂ Rd.
Definition 1 Let T be a set of bounded convex d-dimensional subsets of Rd
with
1. if C1, C2 ∈ T and C1 6= C2 then C˚1 ∩ C˚2 = ∅,
2.
⋃
C∈T C = R
d,
3. T is locally finite, i.e. for every bounded Borel set B ⊂ Rd it holds that
#{C ∈ T : C ∩B 6= ∅} <∞.
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Then T is called a tessellation of Rd.
The cells are d-polytopes due to their convexity and the fact that the tessellation
is space-ﬁlling [SW08, Lemma 10.1.1]. Denote by Fk(C) the set of all k-faces,
k = 0, . . . , d of a d-polytope C.
Aiming at models for cellular materials we rule out unstable T-junctions in
the tessellations. More precisely, faces of the tessellation should be faces of cells
of the tessellation:
Definition 2 Let T be a tessellation of Rd. Write
F (x) =
⋂
C∈T,x∈C
C, x ∈ Rd
for the intersection of all cells of T containing the point x. Then F (x) is a
non-empty finite intersection of d-polytopes and hence a k-polytope for some
k ∈ {0, . . . , d}. The set
Fk(T ) := {F (x) : dimF (x) = k, x ∈ Rd} k = 0, . . . , d
is the set of k-faces of the tessellation T .
The tessellation T is called face-to-face if the faces of the tessellation coin-
cide with the faces of the cells:
Fk(T ) =
⋃
C∈T
Fk(C) for k = 0, . . . , d.
Normal tessellations or tessellations in the equilibrium state are of particular
practical signiﬁcance. This class of models is distinguished by the fact that – as
for the microstructure of solid porous materials – almost surely four cells meet
at every node and three cells meet at every edge.
Definition 3 The tessellation T is called normal if
F ∈ Fk(T ) if and only if #{C ∈ T : C ∩ F 6= ∅} = d− k + 1.
All tessellation models considered in the following have convex cells, are
normal and face-to-face. This rules out hyperplane processes for not being
normal, Johnson-Mehl tessellations for having non-convex cells and the crack-
STIT tessellation as well as nested tessellation models for not being face-to-face.
Nevertheless, focusing on applications this is not a tight restriction as in practice
solid cellular structures are normal and face-to-face. Often, the cell faces are
slightly bent but for many structures convex cells are a good approximation.
3.1 Geometric properties of spatial tessellations
To describe the geometric properties of a spatial tessellation various counts can
be used (e.g. the number of nodes etc.) as well as the geometric quantities for
edges, polygons, and polyhedra like length, area, volume, etc. Due to the tes-
sellation structure, there is a high degree of dependence between the character-
istics. In this section, we provide two sets of parameters for normal tessellations
and relations between the various characteristics, in particular those relating
the two parameter sets to each other.
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Additional to the densities of the intrinsic volumes we consider γk, k ∈
{0, 1, 2, 3} – the mean number of k-faces per unit volume – and the following
characteristics of the ’typical k-face’ of a tessellation:
Nkl denotes the mean number of l-faces adjacent to a k-face for
k, l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, e. g. N13 denotes the mean number
of cells neighbouring an edge ,
L1 - the mean length of an edge,
L2 - the mean perimeter of a face,
A2 - the mean area of a face,
B3 - the mean mean width of a cell,
L3 - the mean total edge length of a cell,
S3 - the mean surface area of a cell,
V3 - the mean volume of a cell.
The typical k-face is a random polytope which, roughly speaking, has the same
distribution as a randomly chosen k-face of the tessellation picked in such a way
that every k-face has the same chance of being sampled. The precise deﬁnition
using Palm distributions is due to Mecke [Mec80], see also [SW08].
3.1.1 Mean number of l-faces adjacent to a k-face
First we examine the dependencies of the Nkl. For every face-to-face tessellation
of R3 we have
N10 = 2, N23 = 2, N20 = N21, and N12 = N13. (2)
Euler’s formula for the cell yields
N30 −N31 +N32 = 2 (3)
while Euler’s formula applied to the intersection of a sphere of suitable radius
with all edges, faces, and cells adjacent to a vertex gives
N01 −N02 +N03 = 2,
see [JJCL04]. Multiple counting of the edges of a cell and the faces adjacent to
a vertex, respectively, yields
2N31 = N32N21 and (4)
2N02 = N01N12.
Normality yields additionally:
Nkl =
(
4− k
l − k
)
, k ≤ l.
That is
N03 = 4, N02 = 6 and N01 = 4, (5)
N13 = 3, N12 = 3,
N23 = 2.
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Now N01 = 4 implies in turn that three edges of a cell meet in a vertex and
thus multiple counting of the vertices of a cell yields
3N30 = 2N31.
Combined with the Euler formula (3) this gives
N30 = 2(N32 − 2) and N31 = 3(N32 − 2),
which leads together with (4) and (2) to
N20 = N21 = 6− 12
N32
.
Summing up, for normal tessellations we end up with just one of theNkl, k > l,
as free parameter and we choose N32.
3.1.2 The mean number of k-faces per unit volume
The general multiple counting result [SW08, Theorem 10.1.2]
γkNkl = γlNlk for k, l = 0, 1, 2, 3, k 6= l (6)
combined with (2) and (5) yields
γ1 = γ0
N01
N10
= 2γ0 . (7)
Furthermore, we have γ0 − γ1 + γ2 − γ3 = 0 [SW08, Theorem 10.1.3] due to
Gram’s relation which is an angle sum relation for polyhedral sets similar to
Euler’s relation. Thus
γ2 = γ0 + γ3 . (8)
Consider now the edge system of the tessellation T only. Following [SW08,
Deﬁnition 10.1.4] we call
Z1 :=
⋃
C∈T
F0(C) ∪
⋃
C∈T
F1(C)
the 1-skeleton of T . For the speciﬁc Euler number of this 1-skeleton we have
[SW08, Theorem 10.1.8]
χV (Z1) = γ0 − γ1,
which reduces in the normal case by (7) to
χV (Z1) = −γ0. (9)
3.1.3 Mecke’s parameters
Mecke developed a parameter system using three parameters for tessellations
of R2 and seven parameters for tessellations of R3, reducing to two and four
parameters for normal tessellations, respectively. In R3, these parameters are
[SKM95]:
γ0 - the mean number of nodes per unit volume,
γ3 - the mean number of cells per unit volume,
LV - the mean total edge length per unit volume,
SV - the mean total surface area of cells per unit volume.
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The other characteristics of spatial normal tessellations can be obtained by
the following relations:
N32 =
N23γ2
γ3
=
2(γ0 + γ3)
γ3
, (10)
L1 =
LV
γ1
=
LV
2γ0
,
L2 =
N12LV
γ2
=
3LV
γ0 + γ3
,
A2 =
SV
γ2
=
SV
γ0 + γ3
,
L3 =
N13LV
γ3
=
3LV
γ3
,
B3 =
LV
4γ3
, (11)
S3 =
N23SV
γ3
=
2SV
γ3
, (12)
V3 =
1
γ3
. (13)
The formula for the mean width of the typical cell (11) follows from the following
result for the integral of mean curvature M3 of the typical cell [SW08, Theorem
10.1.7],
B3 =
1
2π
M3 =
1
4
γ2
γ3
L2 − 1
2
γ1
γ3
L1 =
LV
γ3
(
3
4
− 1
2
)
.
Hence for ﬁxed γ3 the values of S3 and B3 are proportional to SV and LV ,
respectively, and N32 only depends on γ0.
3.1.4 Cell based parameters
For model-ﬁtting based on image data and simulations, another set of parame-
ters using characteristics of the typical cell turns out to be more practical:
V3 - the mean volume of the typical cell,
S3 - the mean surface area of the typical cell,
B3 - the mean mean width of the typical cell,
N32 - the mean number of faces of the typical cell.
We use the sphericity f1 from (1) as additional information on the regularity of
the cells.
The cell based parameter set has two advantages. First, simulated tessella-
tions are described by means of analytic geometry – real valued coordinates for
generators and vertices as well as line and plane equations for edges and faces.
Comparison to real structures demands discretisation. The cell characteristics
are less eﬀected by discretisation eﬀects than e. g. LV . Second, and more
important, mean values are not suﬃcient for model-ﬁtting. At least empirical
variances have to be estimated, too. See [Lau08]. Using characteristics of the
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cells allows estimation of empirical distributions and thus provides the informa-
tion needed for model ﬁtting. However, contrary to the ﬁrst set of parameters,
estimation of the cell characteristics is hampered by edge eﬀects. See Section
5.2 below for correction methods.
Mecke’s parameters are computed from the second parameter set using the
following equations:
γ0 =
N32 − 2
2V3
,
γ3 =
1
V3
,
LV =
4B3
V3
,
SV =
S3
2V3
.
These equations follow directly from (10), (11), and (12) using (13).
3.2 Tessellation models
3.2.1 Voronoi tessellations
Voronoi tessellations are the mathematical model capturing the natural idea of
dividing space into inﬂuence zones given a set of generators.
Definition 4 Let ϕ = {x1, x2, . . .} ⊆ Rd be a locally finite set of generators.
Assign each point x ∈ ϕ the set C(x) of those points in space having a smaller
distance to this point than to any other point y ∈ ϕ. The Voronoi cell C(x) is
given by
C(x) := {z ∈ R3 : ||z − x|| ≤ ||z − y|| for all y 6= x, y ∈ ϕ}, x ∈ ϕ,
where || · || denotes the Euclidean norm in Rd. The Voronoi tessellation of Rd
w. r. t. ϕ is the set of all Voronoi cells generated by the points in ϕ
T (ϕ) = {C(x) : x ∈ ϕ}.
3.2.2 Laguerre tessellations
Laguerre tessellations are a generalisation of the Voronoi case. The Euclidean
distance is replaced by the so-called power distance.
Definition 5 For y, x ∈ Rd and r ≥ 0 define the power of y w. r. t. the pair
(x, r) as
pow
(
y, (x,w)
)
:= ||y − x||2 − r2.
Often the pair (x,r) is identified with a sphere in Rd with centre x and radius r.
Let ϕ ⊂ Rd ×R be a countable set such that min(x,r)∈ϕ pow (y, (x, r)) exists
for each y ∈ Rd. Then the Laguerre cell of (x, r) ∈ ϕ is defined as
C
(
(x, r), ϕ
)
:= {y ∈ Rd : pow (y, (x, r)) ≤ pow (y, (x′, r′)), (x′, r′) ∈ ϕ}.
The point x is called the nucleus of the cell C
(
(x, r), ϕ
)
.
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The Laguerre diagram L(ϕ) is the set of the non-empty Laguerre cells of ϕ,
i.e.
L(ϕ) := {C((x, r), ϕ) : (x, r) ∈ ϕ,C((x, r), ϕ) 6= ∅}.
The signiﬁcance of Laguerre tessellations arises from the fact that each nor-
mal face-to-face tessellation of Rd for d > 2 with convex cells is a Laguerre
tessellation [Aur87, Lau07].
3.2.3 Lattice based structures
The 3d microstructure of polymer foams often shows a strong prevalence of
pentagonal cell faces leading to the widespread belief that the perfect foam
consists of regular pentagonal dodecahedra. However, even if the regularity
assumption is relaxed, there is no space-ﬁlling and face-to-face tessellation with
pentagonal dodecahedra.
The most prominent deterministic foam model is Kelvin’s foam consisting
of congruent truncated octahedra [Wea96]. This is the Voronoi tessellation
generated by the bcc lattice. Its successor, the Weaire-Phelan foam [Wea96] is
more suited for modelling solid foams as its cells are (non-regular) pentagonal
dodecahedra and tetradecahedra having two hexagonal and 12 pentagonal faces.
Dodecahedra and tetradecahedra appear in the proportion 1:3. In general, the
Weaire-Phelan foam is deﬁned w. r. t. a parameter α. Here, we consider just
the case of equal-volume cells and planar faces which corresponds to the choice
α = 3
√
2. For this case, the geometric characteristics of the cells were computed
in [Syc04].
For the dodecahedra we have
N32 = 12, N31 = 30, N30 = 20.
If the dodecahedron is centred at the origin, a face P1 is given by the coordinates
of the vertices:
A1 =
(
0,−α
2
, α
)
, A2 =
(
0,
α
2
, α
)
, A3 =
(
2
3
α,
2
3
α,
2
3
α
)
,
A4 =
(
α, 0,
α
2
)
, A5 =
(
2
3
α,−2
3
α,
2
3
α
)
.
Now simple analytic geometry yields perimeter length and area of this face. The
volume of the dodecahedron is obtained by splitting it into congruent pyramids.
We get
L3 = 6
3
√
2(1 + 2
√
7
3
) ≈ 30.654,
S3 = 6
3
√
4
√
5 ≈ 21.297, and
V3 = 8.
For the tetradecahedra we have
N32 = 14, N31 = 36, N30 = 24.
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Figure 1: Dodecahedral cell of the Weaire-Phelan foam, 3d view and projections
onto the three coordinate planes.
There are four faces of type P1, 8 faces of type P2, and two hexagonal faces. A
P2-pentagon is given by the vertices
B1 =
(
2
3
α− 1, 2
3
α, 2 − 2
3
α
)
, B2 =
(
1− 2
3
α, 2− 2
3
α,
2
3
α
)
, B3 =
(
1, 2− α, α
2
)
,
B4 = (1, 0, 1) , B5 =
(
α− 1, 0, 2− α
2
)
.
A hexagonal face has the vertices
C1 =
(
1, 2− α, α
2
)
, C2 =
(
1, 2− α,−α
2
)
, C3 = (1, 0,−1) ,
C4 =
(
1,−(2− α),−α
2
)
, C5 =
(
1,−(2− α), α
2
)
, C6 = (1, 0, 1) .
For the tetradecahedron this leads to
L3 = 6(2− 3
√
2)
√
5 + 4(
3
√
2 + 2
√
7
3
) + 4
4− 3√2√
3
≈ 32.583,
S3 = 2
3
√
4(
√
5− 4
√
6
3
− 1) + 8(1 +
√
6) ≈ 21.151, and
V3 = 8.
Finally, normalising to V3 = 1 and averaging yields the characteristics of the
’typical cell’
N32 = 13.5 L3 ≈ 16.050 S3 ≈ 5.297 f1 ≈ 0.872.
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Figure 2: Tetradecahedral cell of the Weaire-Phelan foam, 3d view and projec-
tions onto the three coordinate planes.
Example 1 The mean number characteristics for the monohedral tessellations
by cubes and hexagonal prisms and for the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan foams are
given in Table 1.
cubes Kelvin Weaire-Phelan
vertices N01 N02 N03 N01 N02 N03 N01 N02 N03
6 12 8 4 6 4 4 6 4
edges N10 N12 N13 N10 N12 N13 N10 N12 N13
2 4 4 2 3 3 2 3 3
faces N20 N21 N23 N20 N21 N23 N20 N21 N23
4 4 2 367
36
7 2
46
9
46
9 2
cells N30 N31 N32 N30 N31 N32 N30 N31 N32
8 12 6 24 36 14 23 692
27
2
Table 1: Deterministic tessellations of R3. Mean values for geometric charac-
teristics of vertices, edges, faces, and cells.
The Weaire-Phelan foam has the desired high proportion of pentagonal faces.
However, deterministic models are not able to capture the microscopic hetero-
geneity of real foams. Moreover, for some ﬁelds of application like ﬁltration, a
certain degree of heterogeneity seems to be favourable. Therefore we move on
to random tessellations.
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3.3 Random tessellations
Real solid foams are regular structures but show microscopic heterogeneity of
varying degree, too. The models introduced in Section 3.2 can easily be ran-
domised by choosing randomly distributed generators (and weights in the La-
guerre case).
For the generators we use spatial random point processes and random pack-
ings of balls. The ﬁrst are roughly speaking locally ﬁnite random point patterns,
see e. g. [SKM95], while the latter are deﬁned by the packing algorithm used.
Here we consider only packings obtained by the force biased procedure, see
[BBS02] and the references therein.
3.3.1 Poisson Voronoi tessellation
The stationary Poisson point process describes a perfectly random point pat-
tern: The numbers of points in disjoint sets are independent random variables
and given their number the points in a compact set are i. i. d. uniformly. Con-
sequently, the points are in general position. That is, almost surely no three
points lie on a straight line and no ﬁve points lie on a sphere. Due to the latter,
Poisson Voronoi tessellations are normal [SW08, Theorem 10.2.3].
For the Poisson Voronoi tessellation, the only degree of freedom is the in-
tensity λ of the generating Poisson point process. That is, the mean number of
points per unit volume. From λ, all four parameters of the tessellation can be
deduced:
γ0 =
24
35
π2λ
γ3 = λ
LV =
16
15
(
3
4
) 1
3
π
5
3Γ
(
4
3
)
λ
2
3 ≈ 5.83λ 23
SV = 4
(π
6
) 1
3
Γ
(
5
3
)
λ
1
3 .
For the second set of parameters we get:
B3 =
4
15
(
3
4
) 1
3
π
5
3Γ
(
4
3
)
λ−
1
3 ≈ 1.458λ−13
S3 = 8
(π
6
) 1
3
Γ
(
5
3
)
λ−
2
3 ≈ 5.821λ−23
V3 = λ
−1
N32 = 2
(
24
35
π + 1
)
≈ 15.535.
The sphericity can only be obtained by simulations f1 ≈ 0.728, see [Lau07,
LH93].
3.3.2 Hard-core Voronoi tessellation
For applications, Poisson Voronoi tessellations are often too irregular, as cellular
structures in both biology and materials science often have a certain minimum
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size due to the generation process and show a certain degree of regularity not
just w. r. t. cell size but w. r. t. cell shape, too. Therefore, Voronoi tessellations
generated by a hard-core point ﬁeld are more realistic. However, these tessella-
tions are no longer analytically tractable and thus their geometric characteristics
have to be determined by simulation.
The Mate´rn hard-core model II with hard-core radius R is obtained by thin-
ning a Poisson point process: The points are furnished with an i. i. d. mark (for
instance date of birth or size). If two points are closer than R, then the point
with lower mark is removed. In [LH93] simulation results for the Voronoi tessel-
lation w. r. t. a Mate´rn hard-core II point ﬁeld with intensity 1 and hard-core
radius Rhc = 0.124 are reported, see also [OM00]:
N32 = 15.335 L3 = 17.178 S3 = 5.703 f1 = 0.772.
3.3.3 Poisson Laguerre tessellations
Laguerre tessellations generated by stationary marked Poisson processes are a
generalisation of Poisson Voronoi tessellations allowing to incorporate knowl-
edge about the cell sizes into the model as the structure of these tessellations
depends on both the intensity λ of the generating Poisson process and the mark
distribution. Similar to the Poisson Voronoi case it can be shown that Poisson
Laguerre tessellations are normal [LZ08]. Furthermore, integral formulae for
various mean values as well as contact distributions can be derived and evalu-
ated numerically. In 3d, these formulae include for instance γ0, LV , and SV .
Laguerre cells can be empty, therefore the cell intensity γ3 does not necessar-
ily equal the intensity of the generating Poisson process. A formula for γ3 can
nevertheless be obtained. However, it is not tractable to numerical evaluation.
Consequently, characteristics of the typical cell have to be determined by simu-
lations. For details on Poisson Laguerre tessellations we refer to [LZ08, Lau07].
3.3.4 Laguerre tessellations generated by random packings of balls
As in the special case of the Voronoi tessellation, Poisson Laguerre tessellations
turn out to be too irregular in order to provide realistic models for foam struc-
tures. A better choice are Laguerre tessellations generated by random dense
packings of balls which yield more regular cell structures.
For applications, the possibility to create cells with a given size distribution
is highly important. Not only can models be ﬁtted much better, it is even pos-
sible to include knowledge about the origin of the structure to be modelled into
the model ﬁt. In [FWZL04] it was shown that the cell volume distribution in
a Laguerre tessellation generated by a dense packing of balls is closely deter-
mined by the volume distribution of the generating balls. Since lognormal and
gamma distributions are often considered good models for the size distribution
of the cells in cellular materials, it seems reasonable to work with one of these
distribution families.
Here, simulation results for two Laguerre tessellations based on force biased
packings with lognormal distribution of the ball volumes are reported. The
balls are packed rather densely (VV = 60%) in order to achieve a very regular
cell structure. Aiming at V3 = 1 we choose the mean ball size 0.6 leaving the
coeﬃcient of variation (cv) of the ball size as the free parameter. For cv = 0.2
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we get model L1 with
N32 = 14.145 L3 = 16.302 S3 = 5.368 f1 = 0.850
while cv = 2.0 yields model L2 with
N32 = 13.371 L3 = 15.186 S3 = 4.908 f1 = 0.800.
For details we refer to [Red08].
Note that normality of the resulting Laguerre tessellations is not guaranteed
since no general position property for the generating balls placed by the force
biased algorithm can be proved. In the realizations however, no deviations from
normality have been observed.
3.3.5 Random perturbations of the Weaire-Phelan foam
The Weaire-Phelan foam from Section 3.2.3 is a normal face-to-face tessella-
tion of R3 in convex cells and thus a Laguerre tessellation, too. The set of
generating spheres is given by the cell centres where the spheres generating
dodecahedra have radius 0 while the generators of tetradecahedra have radius
R =
√
4 3
√
2− 5. This description is used in [LS08] for random perturbation
of this deterministic model by slightly changing both the generators and the
weights.
It turned out that a large disturbance of the radii tends to destroy the struc-
ture of the tessellation since a lot of cells is deleted. Shifting the positions of the
sphere centres results in tessellations with a decreasing degree of regularity. The
mean values of the number of faces per cell even approach the values which are
observed for Laguerre tessellations generated by Poisson processes, see [Lau07].
Before deducing mean values of geometric characteristics for open foams
based on the models we summarise the cell characteristics for the Poisson
Voronoi (PV), the Weaire-Phelan (WP), the Mate´rn hard-core Voronoi (HCV),
and the two Laguerre tessellations (L1 and L2) described above in Table 2.
PV HCV L1 L2 WP
γ0 6.768 6.668 6.072 5.686 5.75
LV 5.832 5.728 5.436 5.064 5.352
SV 2.910 2.852 2.684 2.454 2.648
N32 15.535 15.335 14.145 13.371 13.5
L3 17.496 17.178 16.302 15.186 16.050
S3 5.821 5.703 5.368 4.908 5.297
B3 1.458 1.432 1.359 1.266 1.338
f1 0.728 0.772 0.850 0.800 0.872
Table 2: The two parameter sets for the Poisson Voronoi (PV), the Weaire-
Phelan (WP), the Mate´rn hard-core Voronoi (HCV), and the two Laguerre
tessellations (L1 with cv = 0.2 and L2 with cv = 2.0), normalised to V3 = 1,
γ3 = 1.
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(a) Poisson Voronoi tessellation (b) Hard-core Voronoi tessellation
(c) Laguerre tessellation L1 (d) Laguerre tessellation L2
(e) Weaire-Phelan foam
Figure 3: Volume renderings of dilated edge systems of tessellation models.
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(a) Poisson Voronoi tessellation (b) Hard-core Voronoi tessellation
(c) Laguerre tessellation L1 (d) Laguerre tessellation L2
(e) Weaire-Phelan foam
Figure 4: 2d slices through the cell system of 3d tessellation models.
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4 Mean values of geometric characteristics for
open foams
As mentioned in Section 2, the strut system of open foams can be described as
a spatially homogeneous random closed set.
When measuring characteristics of the strut system, a speciﬁc surface area
diﬀerent from SV of the tessellation is determined. In order to avoid confusion,
we write SstrutsV for the speciﬁc surface area of the strut system opposed to the
speciﬁc surface area of the tessellation SV .
The following characteristics speciﬁc for open foams can be deduced from
the densities of the intrinsic volumes:
p – the porosity 1− VV ,
LV – die speciﬁc strut length (mean total length per unit volume)
LV ≈ MV
π (1− VV ) , (14)
γ0 – the intensity of nodes γ0 = −χV
u – the mean strut perimeter u =
Sstruts
V
LV
,
b – the mean diameter of the struts b =
Sstruts
V
pi LV
and
a – the mean cross section area of the struts a = VV
LV
.
Division by the porosity in (14) corrects for the loss of total strut length at
the nodes. The thicker the struts get the more strut length is ignored by the
integral of mean curvature due to overlapping of the struts at the nodes. The
equation for the node-intensity follows from (9) since solid open foams can be
modelled as the (dilated) system of the edges of a normal tessellation.
The mean chord length ℓ˜ is of special interest in quality control of the pro-
duction of open foams. It corresponds to the ppi-value (the mean number of
pores per inch) which is used in various industrial standards:
ppi =
1
ℓ˜[inch]
.
Given the tessellation model, the characteristics of the typical cell are known
up to a scaling factor. This scaling factor k is determined from the binary image
of the edges by either using
LV =
1
k2
L
(m)
V (15)
or
χV =
1
k3
χ
(m)
V , (16)
where L
(m)
V and χ
(m)
V denote the speciﬁc strut length and the Euler number
density of the model structure normalised to V
(m)
3 = 1. Now cell and node
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pixel size strut diameter [pixel] LV k̂L χV k̂χ
L2 (10 000 cells)
analytic 2349 1.001 −56 886 1.001
1/900 1 2077 1.063 −55 364 1.009
1/700 1 1982 1.088 −54 598 1.013
1/500 1 1817 1.137 −53 181 1.022
1/500 5 1163 1.421 −47 685 1.060
1/500 10 485 2.202 −42 087 1.106
1/500 15 100 4.840 −39 021 1.134
PV (10 043 cells)
analytic 2715 0.998 −67 847 0.998
1/1000 1 2372 1.070 −67 833 1.000
1/1000 5 1854 1.210 −60 087 1.041
1/1000 10 1451 1.368 −54 657 1.075
1/1000 15 1282 1.455 −51 439 1.090
1/500 1 1974 1.173 −62 133 1.030
1/500 5 1461 1.363 −54 584 1.075
1/500 10 1009 1.640 −46 455 1.135
1/500 15 366 2.724 −35 557 1.240
Table 3: Estimated LV and χV and the deduced estimates for the scaling factor k
for the models L2 and PV for several resolutions and strut diameters. “Analytic”
is measured directly from the description of the realization as set of nodes and
edges.
densities as well as the speciﬁc surface area are deduced from the corresponding
quantities for the chosen model
γ3 =
1
k3
γ
(m)
3 γ0 =
1
k3
γ
(m)
0 SV =
1
k
S
(m)
V .
Similarly we get for the means of volume, surface area, mean width, edge length,
and number of faces of the typical cell
V3 = k
3 S3 = k
2S
(m)
3 B3 = kB
(m)
3 L3 = kL
(m)
3 N32 = N
(m)
32 .
Here the characteristics of the model are denoted by the superscript (m).
The inﬂuence of the model assumption on these parameters is relatively
small, as all are mean values. The simulation study in [LS06] shows that the
error due to the wrong model assumption is negligible compared to the error
due to discretisation/resolution.
A simulation study using the Laguerre tessellation model L2 and a Poisson
Voronoi tessellation with diﬀerent strut thicknesses and on diﬀerent resolutions
showed that the scaling factor should be deduced from (16) since the speciﬁc
strut length is underestimated due to the overlap of struts at the nodes. Con-
sequently, the estimation error increases with increasing strut thickness and
decreasing resolution.
The relatively small diﬀerences between the results under the diﬀerent model
assumptions are reassuring when determining the open foam characteristics. On
the other hand, they show also, that just using ﬁrst order characteristics can
not suﬃce for ﬁtting models to foams.
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(a) Nickel foam, pixel size 10µm, visu-
alised are 140 × 140 × 200 pixels cor-
responding to 1.4× 1.4× 2mm3. µCT
imaging Fraunhofer IZFP.
(b) Nickel-chrome foam, pixel size
12µm, visualised are 117 × 117 × 167
pixels corresponding to 1.4 × 1.4 ×
2mm3. µCT imaging RJL Micro
& Analytic, sample Recemat Interna-
tional (RCM-NC-4753.05)
(c) Aluminium foam, pixel size
74.25µm, visualised are 97×48×97 pix-
els corresponding to 7.2×3.6×7.2mm3.
µCT imaging Fraunhofer IZFP, sample
m-pore.
(d) Nickel-chrome foam from (b),
600× 300× 600 pixels corresponding
to 7.2× 3.6× 7.2mm3.
(e) Aluminium foam from (c), 251 ×
220×380 pixels corresponding to 18×
16× 28mm3.
Figure 5: Reconstructed tomographic images of open foam samples, (b) and (d)
as well as (c) and (e) show diﬀerent sample sizes of the same foam, respectively.
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unit PV HCV L1 L2 WP
nickel foam
γ3 mm
−3 16.384 16.630 18.260 19.502 19.283
V3 mm
3 0.061 0.060 0.055 0.051 0.052
S3 mm
2 0.902 0.875 0.774 0.677 0.737
B3 mm 0.574 0.561 0.516 0.470 0.499
γ2 mm
−3 127.3 127.5 129.1 130.4 130.2
A2 mm
2 0.058 0.057 0.055 0.051 0.055
γ1 mm
−3 221.8 221.8 221.8 221.8 221.8
γ0 mm
−3 110.9 110.9 110.9 110.9 110.9
aluminium foam
γ3 mm
−3 0.0116 0.0118 0.0129 0.0138 0.0137
V3 mm
3 86.2 84.9 77.3 72.4 73.2
S3 mm
2 114 110 97 85 93
B3 mm 6.44 6.29 5.79 5.28 5.60
γ2 mm
−3 0.0901 0.0903 0.0915 0.0923 0.0922
A2 mm
2 7.3 7.2 6.9 6.4 6.9
γ1 mm
−3 0.1571 0.1571 0.1571 0.1571 0.1571
γ0 mm
−3 0.0785 0.0785 0.0785 0.0785 0.0785
nickel-chrome foam
γ3 mm
−3 8.62 8.75 9.61 10.26 10.15
V3 mm
3 0.116 0.114 0.104 0.097 0.099
S3 mm
2 1.384 1.343 1.188 1.039 1.130
B3 mm 0.711 0.695 0.639 0.583 0.618
γ2 mm
−3 66.97 67.10 67.96 68.61 68.50
A2 mm
2 0.089 0.0876 0.0840 0.0777 0.0837
γ1 mm
−3 116.7 116.7 116.7 116.7 116.7
γ0 mm
−3 58.35 58.35 58.35 58.35 58.35
Table 4: Selected open foam features, measured under several model assump-
tions for the open nickel foam and the open aluminium foam. Measurements
are based on χV .
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5 Distribution of cell characteristics
5.1 Image analytic cell reconstruction
In order to measure characteristics of individual cells in an open foam, the pore
space has to be divided into cells such that the edges coincide with the struts
of the open foam. This so-called cell reconstruction starts with a binarisation
yielding the strut system, followed by the Euclidean distance transform on the
pores. After ﬁltering the inverted distance image to remove superﬂuous local
minima, the watershed transform is applied. (Inverted means here that each
pixel gets as new grey value the diﬀerence of the maximal grey value for the
given image type and its old grey value.) Finally, masking with the pore system
yields the reconstructed cells.
The steps in this processing chain are explained in the following sections
5.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.1.3 with particular emphasis on the crucial ﬁltering step.
5.1.1 Euclidean distance transform
Distance transforms operate on binary images and usually assign to each back-
ground pixel the distance to the foreground.
[ST94] developed the prototype of eﬃcient algorithms for exact Euclidean
distance transforms in 3d using the fact that the problem is separable. First,
by one forward and one backward scan, determine the nearest foreground pixel
in each x-column. Then, propagate the distance information in each y-column.
Finally, the z-columns are processed. This algorithm results in exact squared
Euclidean distances and has complexity O(m4) if m is the number of pixels in
x-, y-, and z-direction.
After generalising several 2d algorithms to 3d and comparing them empiri-
cally, Cuisenaire suggests a hybrid [Cui99, Section 6.4], performing particularly
well on very large images, where it has a nearly linear complexity: First, on the
x-y-slices, approximate distances are obtained by propagating the vector to the
nearest foreground pixel within 4-pixel-neighbourhoods (a signed version of the
four-point sequential distance mapping from [Dan80]). Subsequently, the ap-
proximate distance values are corrected by detecting the corners of the Voronoi
tessellation generated by the foreground pixels, see [Cui99, Chapter 5]. Finally,
the algorithm by [ST94] is applied for each column in z-direction.
5.1.2 Watershed transform
The watershed transform assigns a connected region to each local minimum in
a grey value image. The transform can be interpreted as the ﬂooding of a topo-
graphic surface, where the height is given by the grey value of the corresponding
pixel: All local minima are water sources. The water rises uniformly with grow-
ing grey value. Pixels where waters from diﬀerent sources meet are watershed
pixels. The corresponding immersion algorithm of [VS91] can be easily extended
to 3d and adapted to arbitrary adjacency systems.
Application of the watershed transform is hampered by the over-segmentation
caused by the fact that each local minimum is assigned an image region. Strate-
gies for overcoming this problem are pre-processing, modiﬁcation, and post-pro-
cessing. However, in the present application scenario the parameters for post-
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processing like merging of basins are hard to deduce from the data. Therefore,
we restrict ourselves to pre-processing and modiﬁcation.
A modiﬁcation with straightforward interpretation is the volume constrained
pre-ﬂooded watershed, where regions with volume below the threshold are merged
with neighbour regions during immersion [TDK05]. Denote by t the volume
threshold. In terms of the ﬂooding analogy, the algorithm is altered in the fol-
lowing way: In each immersion step it is checked for the newly emerging basins
whether their water surface is larger than t. (Note that this is a water surface
in 4d corresponding to the volume of the catchment basin in 3d.) If this condi-
tion is met, immersion continues as in the unconstrained watershed algorithm.
Otherwise, the pixels belonging to the basin are sent back to the queue of yet
untreated pixels. If the basin size never reaches t, then ﬁnally water from a
neighbouring basin spills over and thus the two regions are merged. This pro-
cedure is equivalent to an algebraic opening using all structuring elements with
a volume smaller than t, see [Soi99, Section 4.4.2] for the 2d case, followed by
the unconstrained watershed transform.
Generalisations to other sets of constraints like relative or absolute height of
the minimum (contrast or brightness) are possible.
5.1.3 h-minima transform
Both the h-minima and the height adaptive h-minima transform are so called
geodesic morphological transforms operating on two input images, typically the
original one and a morphologically transformed version of it. For an overview
over geodesic morphological transforms see [Soi99, Chapter 6].
The h-minima transform removes local grey value minima depending on their
dynamic. In order to explain the idea of this transform, interpret the grey values
as heights in a topological relief with bright pixels corresponding to mountain
tops and dark pixels corresponding to valleys. The dynamic of a local minimum
is the minimal height (number of grey levels) one has to overcome in order to
reach a lower local grey value minimum. The local minima with dynamic lower
than the parameter h are removed by ﬁlling ’valleys’ in the grey value relief until
either the local minimum is increased by h or water would spill into a valley of
dynamic higher than h.
For a more precise description we have to introduce some notation: Let
F be the adjacency system used for the foreground, o = (0, 0, 0) the origin
and write xo for the line segment connecting the points x and o. Denote by
N = {x ∈ L3 ∩ W : xo ∈ F} the elementary neighbourhood given by the
adjacency system F.
The h-minima transform is a special case of reconstruction by erosion, which
performs successive morphological erosions on a so called marker image re-
stricted by a second image – the mask image.
Let f be the marker image and g the mask image. The grey values of the
mask image have to be pixel-wise lower than those of the marker image f ≥ g.
The marker image is eroded stepwise with N as structuring element. For a
grey value image that means application of a minimum ﬁlter with ﬁlter mask
N :
E (f,N)(x) = inf{f(x+ y) : y ∈ N} x ∈ L3 ∩W.
After each erosion step, the pixel-wise maximum of mask image g and eroded
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marker image fN is taken:
Eg(f,N) = E
(1)
g (f,N) = max(E (f,N), g).
We write
E
(i)
g (f,N) = Eg(E
(i−1)
g (f,N), N)
for the i-th iteration of the geodesic erosion w. r. t. g. Due to the restriction
given by g, there is a step (i) where another geodesic erosion step does not
modify the image any further. The result is called reconstruction by erosion of
f restricted by g:
rec g(f) := E
(i)
g (f,N) where i such that E
(i)
g (f,N) = E
(i+1)
g (f,N).
The h-minima transform is reconstruction by erosion with the original image
serving as the marker image and f + h as mask image
hmin h(f) := rec f (f + h).
For structures with strongly varying pore or cell sizes the parameter h can not
be chosen such that non-relevant local minima in large cells disappear without
removing local minima corresponding to centres of small cells. This problem can
be overcome by adapting the parameter h to the total grey value, see [GS06].
After inversion of the distance image, centres of small pores correspond to local
minima at a high absolute grey value. Centres of large pores are given by local
minima at low absolute grey values. Thus the ﬁltering should be strong at low
grey values and very cautious at high grey values. Choosing h = h(f(x)) as
a linearly decreasing function of the grey value fulﬁls these requirements. See
Figure 6 for a sketch .
5.1.4 Complete reconstruction procedure
To summarise, the reconstruction procedure consists of
1. binarisation yielding the strut system
2. the Euclidean distance transform on the pores
3. inversion of the distance image (each pixel gets as new grey value the
diﬀerence of the maximal grey value for the given image type and its old
grey value)
4. optional:
• ﬁltering using the (adaptive) h-minima transform
• reduce grey values of pixels in the pore system by 1
• set grey values of pixels in the strut system to the maximum
5. either the watershed transform on the ﬁltered image or the pre-ﬂooded
watershed transform on the ﬁltered inverted distance image (result of step
4)
6. mask with the pore system
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Figure 6: H-minima (left) and height adaptive h-minima transforms (right) on
a 1d example. Grey: original image. Red: grey values increased by h = 20 or
h(f) = 38− (f/3), respectively. Shaded: diﬀerence between original image and
result. h = 20 unites the local minima of dynamic 10 and 20 both at high and
low grey values (left). The adaptive transform ﬁlters the minima of dynamic
20 at low absolute grey value while conserving the high grey value minima of
dynamic 20 (right).
The tedious steps in this processing chain are the decision between h-minima
transform and pre-ﬂooded watershed transform as well as the choice of the
parameters for them.
The parameters for the pre-ﬂooding or the h-minima transform can be de-
duced from the mean characteristics described in Section 4. More precisely, the
pre-ﬂooding parameter is closely connected to the mean cell volume whereas the
parameter for the h-minima transform depends on the mean mean cell width.
Modiﬁcation of the watershed algorithm is cheaper than pre-processing using
grey value morphology in terms of both memory and time. However, results are
diﬃcult to compare as the h-minima transforms work globally on the image
while the constraints during immersion only have local eﬀects.
See Figure 7 for the cell reconstruction of the nickel-chrome foam from Figure
5 illustrated using 2d slices.
In order to give recommendations for both choice of the algorithm as well as
choice of the parameters, a study using simulated data was performed. Method-
ology and results are presented in Section 5.3.
5.2 Characteristics of cells
The reconstructed cells are characterised by the intrinsic volumes (Section 2) as
well as their diameters in the 13 discrete directions given by the axes, face diag-
onals and space diagonals of the unit cell of the lattice. (This set of geometric
characteristics forms the ObjectFeatures in MAVI.)
Clearly for cells touching the boundary of the image, the features can not be
determined correctly. Removing all boundary cells from the analysis induces a
bias since large cells run a much higher risk to be hit by the boundary. Weighting
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(a) Binary image of the strut system
(b) Euclidean distance transform on pore
space
(c) Reconstruction without pre-processing
(d) Smoothed with h-minima transform,
h = 0.5B3
(e) Smoothed with pre-flooded watershed
transform, t = 0.4V3
Figure 7: Inﬂuence of diﬀerent pre-processing to the pore reconstruction, il-
lustrated using 2d slices of the nickel-chrome foam (see Figure 5). Both hmin
transform and pre-ﬂooded watershed yield good results, diﬀerences between the
reconstruction results are small and mostly located near the image edges.
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with the reciprocal of the probability of being observed (Horvitz Thompson
procedure, see [Bad99, 2.4]) is one way to correct for this bias. In our context,
that means weighting with the fraction of volume of the whole sample and
volume of the sample reduced by the bounding box of the cell (Miles Lantuejoul
correction, see [Ser82, pp. 246]). If the sample is large enough, minus sampling
is an alternative: Reduce the observation window such that all cells with centre
of the bounding box inside this sub-window are contained completely in the
original observation window.
For the nickel-chrome foam, the histograms of the cell volumes obtained
using both edge corrections are shown in Figure 8. The estimated mean cell
sizes (0.0735mm3 and 0.0745mm3) diﬀer only slightly but they are signiﬁcantly
lower than the corresponding values obtained directly from the strut system
(Table 4). The cell reconstruction process bears two sources of underestimation
of V3 – over-segmentation by the watershed algorithm and missing large cells
due to edge eﬀects. However, in view of the estimation results reported in
Table 3, overestimation of V3 when using the strut system is the most plausible
explanation: In the nickel-chrome foam, the strut diameter is larger than 20
pixels. Thus the scaling factor is overestimated by at least 1.13 resulting in an
overestimation of V3 by 1.44 and 1.44 · 0.074 = 0.107.
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(a) Edge correction by weighting, V3 =
0.0735mm3
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(b) Minus sampling, V3 = 0.0745mm3
Figure 8: Empirical distribution of the cell volume for the nickel-chrome foam.
Cells reconstructed using the pre-ﬂooded watershed transform with t = 0.4V3.
A slightly diﬀerent estimation procedure is used when estimating cell char-
acteristics for comparison with simulated data only. Realizations of tessella-
tion models consist of space ﬁlling polyhedra without additional dividing walls.
Therefore, instead of the ﬁnal masking with the pore system, we rather dilate
the pores by the unit cell of the lattice in order to remove all watersheds.
5.3 Choice of algorithm and parameters in the reconstruc-
tion process
The reconstruction procedure described in Section 5.1.4 was applied to the edge
systems of random Laguerre tessellations generated by force biased packings
of approximately 4 500 balls with gamma distributed size and VV = 0.6. Sub-
sequently, the cells in the original data set and in the reconstructed one were
matched using the centre of the bounding box as landmark. For the evaluation of
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the reconstruction algorithm, only cells not touching the border in both images
were taken into account. This results in approximately 2 600 cells considered.
As could be expected, the quality of the reconstruction depends on the vari-
ability of the cell sizes. However, the parameters for both the h-minima and
the pre-ﬂooded watershed transform can be chosen very small as the simulated
data are free of all sources of superﬂuous maxima in the distance image other
than discretisation eﬀects. The best results are obtained for parameters in the
range [0.5%B3, 1%B3] for the h-minima transform and [0.003%V3, 0.02%V3] for
the pre-ﬂooded watershed transform.
For coeﬃcients of variation in the range [0.4, 1.2] less than 0.5% of the cells
are wrongly reconstructed. The mean deviation in the volume measurement is
smaller than 5%. For cv = 1.4 the fraction of wrongly reconstructed cells is still
just 1.7% and the mean volume deviation 6.32%.
In all cases the results for the optimal parameters for both pre-ﬂooded water-
shed and hmin transform are very close. Reconstruction using the pre-ﬂooded
watershed seems to be more robust w. r. t. deviation from the optimal parame-
ter. The results prove that the reconstruction method yields correct results, also
for ranges of cell size variation typically observed in real solid foams. However,
the parameters found to be optimal for the simulated data are far from those
used for real data. Thus no recommendations for the choice of parameters for
real foam data can be deduced. This needs another simulation study incorpo-
rating the sources for over-segmentation found in real data: noise, distortion,
surface roughness.
For strongly varying cell sizes (cv = 2.0), the cell reconstruction process fails:
Choosing h = 1%B3 results in 130 out of 2 682 cells disappearing while still 20
are over-segmented, that is cut into two. In both cases, medium size cells close
to large ones are eﬀected as their shape is far from spheroidal. Therefore also
the h-minima transform adapted linearly, logarithmically, and as square-root
to the grey values does not yield better results. Nevertheless, the adaptive h-
minima transform can still yield proper reconstruction results where the other
methods fail as in the following example (see Figure 9). However, the choice of
the adaption function as well as the parameters remains time consuming as it
is done by trial-and-error.
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(a) volume rendering
(b) original slice (c) hmin
(d) pre-flooded watershed (e) linearly adaptive hmin
Figure 9: Closed cell aluminium foam, 400× 400× 400 pixels, pixel size 40µm,
corresponding to 16 × 16 × 16mm3. µCT imaging by BAM, sample from TU
Freiberg. Cell reconstruction results. Both hmin and pre-ﬂooded watershed
already over-smooth some of the small cells while the large one in the centre
of the shown slice is wrongly cut into two. Thus diﬀerent parameters would
not improve the reconstruction result signiﬁcantly. The height adaptive hmin
transform overcomes this problem.
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6 Discussion
The simulation study in Section 4 shows a clear advantage of estimating the
mean values of cell characteristics of open foams based on the Euler number
density of the strut system χV instead of the speciﬁc strut length LV . Moreover,
it indicates that the estimation could be improved by changing the correction
factor for LV and ﬁnding a suitable correction for χV . Further simulation
studies with data closer to µCT images of real solid foams have to be performed
to verify the monotone increase of the bias with the strut thickness.
Estimation of foam characteristics without cell reconstruction is very attrac-
tive as it is a magnitude faster and much less error prone. However, only mean
values can be achieved that way. These are not suﬃcient for characterisation
of the foam structure, in particular when ﬁtting a geometric model is the ﬁnal
goal, see [Lau08]. Therefore simple and possibly rough estimates for second
moments of cell characteristics have to be found either for direct use or as input
for an automatic reconstruction procedure.
The optimal reconstruction parameters obtained by the simulation study in
Section 5.3 are far from those usually used for real foams. The edge systems
of Laguerre tessellations generated by close ball packings are good models for
open foams. Nevertheless, the major sources for superﬂuous local maxima in
the distance image causing over-segmentation by the watershed transform are
neither discretisation eﬀects nor deviation from ball shape caused by a uniform
scaling of all cells. Thus the models have to be supplemented by bent or tilted
struts or cells and surface roughness, in order to achieve recommendations for
the choice of parameters for real foams.
So far, the reconstruction results for real data are evaluated essentially vi-
sually. Automatic detection of over- or under-segmentation seems out of reach.
However, visual inspection could be supported e. g. by ﬁnding suspicious recon-
structed cells based on their shape or shape and direction of the watersheds.
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